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INTRODUCTION

The Alaska Humanities Forum (AHF) contracted with the Institute of Social and
Economic Research (ISER) at the University of Alaska Anchorage to evaluate how well
the Sister School Exchange component of the Rose Urban-Rural Program achieved its
goals in 2005, its third year.
The Sister School Exchange, the Student Exchange, and the Teacher Training programs
are the three parts of the Rose Urban-Rural Program which is administered by the Alaska
Humanities Forum and funded by the U.S . Department of Education. The Rose UrbanRural Program began in 2000. Tlu·ough its several components, it is intended to build
mutual understanding and a statewide sense of community- by bringing urban students
and teachers to rural Alaska and rural students and teachers to urban Alaska to learn
about each other's cultures.
Under the Sister School Exchange, urban and rural teachers and their students visit each
other's schools and communities for one week. In late 2003, the Alaska Humanities
Forum contracted with Babiche Cultural Exchange to develop a curriculum to help
participating students better understand the history and culture of their host communities.
The Babiche Cultural Exchange also oversees the urban and rural student orientations for
the Student Exchange.
For this evaluation of year three of the Sister School Exchange, we collected data
through: (1) pre- and post-visit surveys of urban and rural students, asking them their
opinions, perceptions, and knowledge of Alaska and of urban and rural issues; (2) preand post-visit surveys of urban and rural students who were in the same classroom as
exchange participants; and (3) interviews of and materials provided by program staff.
We wanted to learn how the program affected participants' attitudes, opinions, and
perceptions about the areas they visited and about their own home areas; how much they
learned about the areas they visited; and how student participants evaluated the content,
format, and effectiveness of the program.
This evaluation is to help the Alaska Humanities Forum with future development of the
program. We describe what happened in year three, offer recommendations and
suggestions for future years, and raise questions for the program personnel to consider
about program content and organization.
CHANGES TO THE YEAR-THREE PROGRAM

With the anticipated growth of the sister school program for the 2004-2005 school year,
the Alaska Humanities Forum hired a full-time Sister School Program Coordinator in
spring 2004. The Sister School Coordinator has previously worked as the urban
coordinator for the urban students who participated in the student portion of the Rose
Urban-Rural Exchange.
The Rose Urban-Rural Program has a goal of annually doubling the number of urban and
rural schools participating in the Sister School Exchange. As the table below shows, just
1

one urban and one rural school participated in the first year and two urban and two rural
schools in the second year. For the third year, the number of schools recruited
quadrupled- exceeding the program goal- with eight urban and eight rural schools
agreeing to participate in a 2004-2005 school-year exchange.
Table 1. Projected Number of Participating Urban and
Rural Schools by School Year
School Year
Year 1: 2002-2003
Year 2: 2003-2004
Year 3: 2004-2005*
Year 4: 2005-2006

Number Partic!I>_atin_g_
Urban Schools
Rural Schools
1
2

8
16

1
2
8
16

*Year number of schools recruited_quadrup_led

The Sister School program expanded its urban locations to include Juneau, Alaska. This
is the first time an urban Southeast Alaska community has been involved with the Rose
Urban-Rural Exchange. Spirit Camps in rural Southeast Alaska have previously been a
part of the Student and Teacher Training parts of the Rose Urban-Rural Exchange.
RECRUITMENT FOR SISTER SCHOOL EXCHANGE
Schools and Teachers
Recruiting urban and rural schools for the third year of the program began in the spring
and continued through the summer and fall of 2004 for the 2004-2005 school-year
exchange.
A goal of the Sister School Exchange is developing lasting relationships between urban
and rural schools that participate in the program. Consequently, in recruiting during the
spring of 2004, the Alaska Humanities Fonnn staff focused first on schools that had taken
pait in year one of the exchange- West High School in Anchorage, the Chevak School in
the southwestern village Chevak, Central Middle School of Science in Anchorage, and
Kotlik School in the southwestern community of Kotlik, located in the Lower Yukon
School District. West High School in Anchorage participated in both the first and the
second year of the exchange but declined to participate in year tlu·ee. Chevak participated
in year two of the program but declined to participate in year three. Central Middle
School of Science in Anchorage and Kotlik School, both year two participants, continued
in the program in year three.
In recruiting additional schools for the exchange, the AHF staff focused on those urban
and rural schools that had students who had previously participated in the Student
Exchange program. They also targeted urban teachers who had participated in the
Teacher Training portion of the Rose Urban-Rural Exchange. 1
1

The Teacher Training program supports urban middl e and hi gh school teachers' parti cipation in cultu ra l camps
sponsored by rural communiti es and Alaska Native organi zations. The camps, many of whi ch have been operating fo r
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Ultimately, eight urban and eight rural schools agreed to participate in the third year of
the program. Although the participating schools and teachers were decided by October
2004, several changes occurred subsequently. These included changes in participating
teachers and the addition of an urban and a rural school. By February 2005, participating
schools were set.
Successful recruitment of the urban and rural schools and teachers required a number of
steps. First, the program staff contacted schools that had participated in last year's
exchange. As noted above, three schools from last year chose to continue in the program.
Next, program staff contacted school district superintendents who, in tum, solicited
participation from their principals. Interested principals then communicated their desire
to participate to the program staff. In some cases, individual teachers, rather than the
principal, learned about the program and initiated contact with the project staff. Teachers
who participated were either recruited by their principal or volunteered. Table 2 lists the
method by which each school was recruited as well as the participating teacher for each
school. Table 3 displays the sister school matches and identifies the principal and
teachers at each school.

more than a decade, offer Native young people opportunities to learn more about their traditions, history, language,
and culture. Allowing urban teachers to share this experience is intended to help them develop a greater understanding
of and respect for Alaska Native cultures and rural life. Teachers are given a formal orientation before they depart for
camp. After their return , teachers develop lesson plans and give public presentations based on their newly gained
knowledge.

3

Table 2. Methods of Recruitment of Schools and Teachers by School

School

City/Community

William Miller Memorial School
Floyd Dryden Middle School
Kotlik School
Pacific Northern Academy
Chevak School
Central Middle School
Alak School
Wasilla Middle School
Buckland School
Mirror Lake Middle School
Juneau-Doug_las High School
Russian Mission School
Kin_g_ Career Center
Barrow High School
Mid-Valley High School
Point Hoj>_e School
*Teacher volunteered to participate

Napakiak
Juneau
Kotlik
Anchorage
Chevak
Anchorage
Wainwright
Wasilla
Buckland
Chugiak
Juneau
Russian Mission
Anchor~e

Barrow
Wasilla
PointH~e

Individual Primarily Responsible for
Recruitment of School
Principal Floyd Dryden
Principal
Previous year participant
Rose Urban Rural Exchange
Previous year participant
Previous year participant
Principal of Wasilla
Teacher
Principal
Principal
Superintendent
Principal
Principal of Barrow
Principal
Teacher
Principal of Mid-Valley School

How were the teachers recruited to
participate in the Sister School Exchange
Individual Primarily Responsible for
Recruitment of Teacher
Principal
Principal
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher*
Principal
Principal
Principal
Principal
Principal
Principal
Teacher
Teacher
Principal
Teacher
Principal
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Table 3. Participating Schools, Principals, and Teachers by Urban and Rural School Match
School
William Miller Memorial School
Dryden Middle School
Kotlik School
Pacific Northern Academy
Chevak School
Central Middle School
Alak School
Wasilla Middle School
Buckland School
Mirror Lake Middle School
Juneau-Douglas H!.g_h School
Russian Mission School
Kin_g_ Career Center
Barrow High School
Mid-Valley High School
Point H~e School
Fl~d

City/Community
Nc:tJJ_akiak
Juneau
Kotlik
Anchorage
Chevak
Anchor~e

Wainwright
Wasilla
Buckland
Ch~ak

Juneau
Russian Mission
Anchorage
Barrow
Wasilla
Point Hope

Principal

Teacher

Sister School

Peter Kokes
Tom Milliron
Vic Lewin
Bob Christal
Brendon McMahon
Johanna Naylor
Bob Thom_.r_son
Amy S_.r_argo
Elizabeth Balcerek
Jeanne Fischer
John Norman
Mike Hull
Guy Okada
Gene Stone
Becky Huggins
Phil Rees

Patricia Wauters
Emma Brown, Sandi Pahlke, Mol!Y_ Box
Ralph McMillion/Sally Teeluk
Marissa Harris
Angelique Anderson
Dave Lennihan
Lisa Nikodym
Gary Walker
Terri Walker
Wayne Goetz
Kirk Dzinichk/Alison McKenna
Chris Jans
Mike Woods
Al Strack
Linda Ward
Marlene Beam

Floyd Dryden Middle School
William Miller Memorial School
Pacific Northern Academy
Kotlik School
Central Middle School
Chevak School
Wasilla Middle School
Alak School
Mirror Lake Middle School
Buckland School
Russian Mission School
Juneau-Douglas High School
Barrow High School
Kin_g_ Career Center
Point Hope School
Mid-Valley H!.g_h School
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Participant Students
Students encountered the curriculum in one of two possible settings: (1) a regular
classroom or (2) meetings specifically called for the purpose. From those classrooms or
meetings, five students from each school were selected to take part in the exchange
between the urban and rural schools. The program staffs process for recruiting
classrooms and students appears in Table 4. As shown in Table 4, the principal and
participating teacher at each school were involved in selecting which classrooms were to
be taught the Urban-Rural curriculum. Each of the schools used slightly differ methods to
select students for the exchange.
Table 4. Selection Process for Classrooms and Students by School
School

City/
Community

William Miller Memorial
School

Napakiak

Fl~d

Juneau
Kotlik

Dryden Middle School
Kotlik School
Pacific Northern Academy
Chevak School
Central Middle School
Alak School
Wasilla Middle School
Buckland School

Wainwri.g_ht
Wasilla
Buckland

Mirror Lake Middle School

Ch~ak

Juneau-Dol!._8!as H!.g_h School

Juneau

Russian Mission School*

Russian Mission

Kii:!_g_ Career Center

Anchor~e

Barrow High School

Barrow

MidYall~ H!.g_h

Wasilla

Anchor~e

Chevak
Anchor~e

How classes chosen to
be taught the UrbanRural curriculum
Principal & teacher chose

Princij)_al & teacher chose
J..continuin_g_ schoo!l
:Icontinuin_g_ school)
Princil>_al & teacher chose
Princ!P_al & teacher chose
Princ!P_al & teacher chose
Princ!P_al & teacher chose
Princ!P_al & teacher chose
Principal & teacher chose
Principal & teacher chose
Principal & teacher chose
Principal & teacher chose
Principal & teacher chose
Principal & teacher chose

School

Principal & teacher chose
Point H~e School
Point Ho_£e
*Total enrollment of high school is 5.

Application process and
participants in selection
~·ocess

Teacher & administrator chose
Essay; teacher committee &
administrator
No students selected
Ess~ teacher
Ess'!)'_; teacher
Ess'!)'_; teacher & administrator
Ess~ teacher & administrator
Ess'!)'_; teacher & administrator
Ess~ teacher & administrator
Essay; teacher committee &
administrator
No application process; selected
local educators
No application process; selected
local educators
No application process; selected
local educators
No applicatio n process; selected
local educators
Essay; teacher committee &
admin istrator
Student application; teacher
committee & admini strator

by
by
by
by

Each pair of schools was afforded considerably latitude in deciding how to design and
implement the Sister School Exchange at their schools. In 2005, some pairs of schools
matched up classrooms that studied the same Urban-Rural cun-iculum and, subsequently,
exchanged students. In two of the urban schools (Wasilla Middle School and JuneauDouglas High School), culture clubs were created as extra curricula groups that
participated in the exchange with the rural schools. In one of the rural schools (Russian
Mission School), only five students were of the appropriate age to participate in the
exchange experience. At King Career Center and Barrow High School, the program
focused on a specific theme- natural resources. The five students selected from each
school shared an interest in the topic. Table 5 shows how the exchange for each pair of
schools was organized.
6

Table 5. Descriptors of Sister School Exchange by
Urban and Rural School Match
School
William Miller Memorial School
Fk>y_d Dryden Middle School
Kotlik School
Pacific Northern Academl'._
Chevak School
Central Middle School
Alak School
Wasilla Middle School
Buckland School
MilTor Lake Middle School
Juneau-Dol!£las H~h School
Russian Mission School
Kin_g_ Career Center
Banow H!g_h School
Mid-Vall~ Hig_h School
Point H~e School

City/Community
N~akiak

Juneau
Kotlik
Anchorage
Chevak
Anchor~e
Wainwr~ht

Wasilla
Buckland
Ch~ak

Juneau
Russian Mission
Anchorag_e
Barrow
Wasilla
PointH~e

Organization for Exchange
Class to Class
Class to Class
Class to Class
Selected Groups of 5 students
Class to Class
Selected Groups of 5 students
Selected Groups of 5 students
Class to Class

Recommendations for Future Recruitment
These recommendations are based on the data we collected and our observations of the
2004-05 exchange.
For Schools and Teachers
Start recruitment earlier. As in years one and two of the Sister School Exchange, Alaska
Humanities Forum staff and ISER agreed that recruitment of urban and rural schools
should occur in the spring before the end of the school prior to the year during which
the exchange was to occur. In this time of state and federally mandated assessments and
accountability, the competition for scarce instructional time has never been greater. This
program represents an additional task for already-overburden educators. By recruiting
early, schools and their teachers will have more time to incorporate the Sister School
Exchange into their schedules, plan their own Sister School Exchange activities,
negotiate with program staff, and seek assistance. Yet early recruitment is not a panacea:
as we have learned, changes in staffing and school policy after a school year begins can
necessitate changes in participating schools.

Focusing on retaining participating rural and urban schools from year to year. By
working with the same schools over time, the program goals and procedures are more
likely to become institutionalized, thus facilitating and enhancing the experience for
students and educators. This is both obvious and cunently a goal of the program staff, but
attaining such continuity should feature even more prominently in program activities.
Such institutionalization may require working more closely with educators at each site to
weave the Sister School curriculum into the regular cuniculum. It may also suggest AHF
staff become more engaged in supporting "cultural clubs" or activities at the paiiicipating
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schools to raise and maintain the exchange agenda. Program staff may also consider
soliciting the help of past participating students to help publicize the program and recruit
new students.
For Students
Maintain current processes. As in year two, the recruiting process, tailored to local
circumstances, varied at each school and appeared to meet the needs. Consequently, we
have no suggestions to make- other than the idea, suggested above, of involving past
participants in the recruitment process.

0IUENTATION

Teacher and Student Orientation
Typically, staff of the Alaska Humanities Forum prepared the urban and rural teachers by
providing orientation through two visits to each site. During the first visit to each school,
the program staff tried to meet with the principal and the participating teacher to review
the program design, implementation, and expectations. Each site received a program
packet that included all the required forms and a copy of the Urban-Rural cuniculum.
During the second visit, AHF staff met with the teacher and the participating students and
their parents. At this meeting, the focus was on travel preparation and host family
expectations. These meetings typically took place at the schools. The second meeting, in
some instances, was conducted when the rural students arrived in Anchorage. All the
schools, except for two that had participated in the exchange in the previous year,
received on-site general and specific program information- specifically, information on
host families, travel, planned activities at the sister school, appropriate clothing and
needed gear, emergency plans and arrangements as well as the Urban-Rural Cuniculum.
Table 6 provides inf01mation on the meetings for orientation by school.
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Table 6. Number of Onsite Orientation Meetings with Teachers,
Parents, and Students by School

School
William Miller Memorial
School
Floyd Diy_den Middle School
Kotlik School
Pacific Northern Academ__y_
Chevak School
Central Middle School
Alak School
Wasilla Middle School
Buckland School
Mirror Lake Middle School
Juneau-Do~as High School
Russian Mission School
Ki1~ Career Center
Barrow Hig_h School
MidVall~ H!g_h School
Point HCJQ_e School

Number of onsite orientation meetings
with teachers,_p_arents, students

Ci!l'._/ Communi!Y_
NC1£akiak
Juneau
Kotlik
Anchor~e

Chevak
Anchor~e

W ainwrig_ht
Wasilla
Buckland
Ch~ak

Juneau
Russian Mission
Anchor~e

Barrow
Wasilla
Point H()Q_e

1

(also included principal)

1
_{_continued from_J>revious yeaD:
(continued from _E!:evious year)
1
2
AiI_E_ort meeti~
2 (included_£_rinc!E_a!2_
1 :I_included_E_rinc!E_al)
1
Ai!E_ort meeti1filcancelled - fl!ght delayed)
2
Air£ort meetin_g_
1 (teacher-led with students & _Q_arent~
Ai!E_ort meeting_

Curriculum
The Sister School Exchange continued to use the curriculum developed by the Babiche
Cultural Exchange. A copy is in the appendix. It includes the five lesson plans from last
year and an additional plan entitled "Pre-Travel, Travel, and Presentation." The
curriculum helps students to describe themselves and to share that info1mation with the
students at the sister school. The six lesson plans were titled:
1. Building Your Profile- Who are you?

2. Sister School Knowledge Challenge
3. Describing Your Shelter
4. Transportation
5. Events and Activities in Your Community
6. Pre-Travel, Travel, and Presentation
These lessons were to be incorporated into existing courses and used over a period of
time. Teachers received the curriculum just after the start of the fall semester to enable
them could to incorporate it into the fall or spring semester or integrate it as part of their
year-long curriculum. Teachers reported making an effort to teach all the lesson plans;
however, in some cases, other curricular requirements left insufficient time to complete
the program curriculum prior to the exchange experience.
This year, the Sister School Exchange incorporated the pre- and post-surveys into the
curriculum that is used for orientation and follow-up. This substantially increased the
return rate for pre- and post-surveys over previous years.
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The addition of the "Pre-Travel, Travel, and Presentation" lesson was to provide
guidance and focus to the required, post-visit student presentations. However, we learned
that the student presentations described their overall experience rather than focusing
specifically on community governance, education, health, and subsistence- all of which
are addressed in the curriculum. Only one of fomieen student presentations focused on
these topics. This may have occurred because either the students did not complete the
curriculum before their trips or their teachers did not understand the intent of the lesson
plan.
Recommendations for Future Orientation and Curriculum
Teacher Orientation
More orientation and preparation for teachers: As discussed last year, teachers are key
to the success of this program. They need to have a clear sense of expectations and the
time commitment that is required. This must be explained to them as a part of the
recruitment process. They need to understand what has to done with the students, both
pre- and post- exchange and when. They also need to understand what responsibility, if
any, they have for orienting parents. Also, when the program sponsors say specific
support will be available, such support must be provided. As we have noted previously,
this program is on top of the regular school curriculum that the teachers have to teach to
ensure that their students meet Alaska standards. The more lead time and help teachers
have to integrate this program into their classes, the more likely that teachers will find the
experience satisfying and useful- and, thus, the greater the potential for sustaining the
sister-school relationship. To address this issue, the program staff is planning regional
orientation sessions for the participating schools for the 2005- 2006 school year.
Urban and Rural Student Orientation
Because student orientation is integrated into the Urban-Rural curriculum, students must
engage the curriculum prior to their visits. Students should be recruited from classes or
organized groups that have been taught the urban-rural curriculum.
The program staff is addressing this in the 2005- 2006 school year through a change in
program policy. If a school selects five students for the exchange, it must identify a
classroom or a group within the school to which the participating students make their
presentations. A primary goal of the exchange is to share the Urban-Rural experience
beyond the five students who actually travel to a sister school. The hope is, obviously,
that the five students influence other students. The program needs to ensure that this takes
place.
Curriculum
Due in paii to the lack of focus of the student presentations on the four topical areas
outlined in lesson six, the program staff is working with Babiche Cultural Exchange to
add an on-site visit to be led by Babiche. The purpose of the visit would be to help
students prepare for their presentations, teach teachers and students to use cameras and
incorporate media into their presentations, and review the four focal areas of
presentations-community governance, subsistence, education, and health.
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Incorporating the student surveys into the cun-iculum has increased the feedback of the
effects that the Sister School Curriculum has on students. We were unable, however, to
provide the results from the pre-experience survey results to the teachers in a timely
manner as originally planned. Teachers and program staff also questioned the
applicability of some questions to the Sister School experience as these items had been
developed to evaluate the Rose Urban-Rural Student Exchange. Additional confusion
arose for some teachers over the pre- and post-materials presented for students who did
and did not travel.
After discussions with the program staff, we revised the pre- and post-experience surveys
so that the teachers will have immediate feedback on the students' results before the
forms are returned to the evaluators. In addition, the contents of the pre- and postexperience surveys have been modified to more specifically address the Sister School
Exchange. The revised scales in the attitudes section and expanded knowledge test helps
teachers assess how the program affects students' attitudes, opinions, and perceptions
about the areas they visited and about their own home areas; how much they learned
about the areas they visited; and how student participants evaluated the content, format,
and effectiveness of the program. Questions that were tailored for the earlier student
exchange have been removed. Teachers will be asked to administer a single pre- and
post-exchange instrument (assessment); participating and non-participating students will
be asked to complete different sections of the survey.
PROGRAM EVALUATION

To assess the effects of the Sister School Exchange, ISER analyzes the results of the preand post-exchange surveys administered as part of the Urban-Rural curriculum. ISER
developed pre- and post-exchange questionnaires to tap student participants' opinions and
to test their knowledge about urban and rural Alaska. We used items from the pre- and
post-exchange questionnaires that had been tested and used in evaluating the Urban-Rural
Student Exchange. 2

2

"In developing the questionnaire, we relied on the Urban-Rural Unity Study from Commonwealth North that
identified several significant issues in an ongoing process of bringing urban and rural Alaskans together. Using this
report we set a goal of generating questions and statements which would help describe specific perceived knowledge,
attitudes and opinions that rural Alaskans might have toward urban Alaska culture and urban Alaskans might have
toward rural Alaska culture. We focused on governance and sovereignty, subsistence, education, health services,
economics, and social issues.
We drafted Likert scales covering four areas: perceived know ledge of urban Alaska, perceived knowledge of rural
Alaska, opinions about urban Alaska and opinions about rural Alaska. We generated items for the scales from
evaluations of other student exchange programs, and from items suggested by the staff of the AHF Rose Urban-Rural
Exchange, the Alaska Native Heritage Center (ANHC), and other ISER researchers. We circulated the list to all these
groups and narrowed the scales to 13 items for the two perceived knowledge scales and 10 for the two opinion scales.
We asked all participants about both their home and exchange regions. These Liker! scale questionnaires were the same
for both urban and rural students
Along with the four scales of opinion and perceived knowledge, we worked with AHF and ANHC to deve lop a
knowledge test. We developed a single combined know ledge test.
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Administration of Surveys, Tests, and Interviews
The questionnaires and the knowledge test were administered by the students' teachers.
We asked the teachers to have all urban and rural participants complete the prequestionnaire prior to starting the curriculum. The post-exchange survey was to be
administered after students made their presentations on their experiences. However, we
learned our instructions for administering the post surveys were confusing. This resulted
in only four of the fourteen schools that paiiicipated completing the post-exchange survey
and test. Of these four schools, one joined the Sister School Exchange late and, therefore,
did not have sufficient time to administer the pre-questions to its students (see Table 7).
Results by school are in the appendix.
Table 7. Number of Students Completing Pre- and Post-Questionnaires and
Test of Knowledge by School

Russian Mission School
Alak School
Barrow High School
Buckland School
Central Middle School
King Career Center
Kotlik School
Mirror Lake Middle School
Pacific Northern Academy
Wasilla Middle School
William Miller Memorial School
Mid-Valley High School
Point Hope School
Chevak School
Floyd Dryden Middle School
Juneau Douglas High School

Pre0
14
5
23
22
5
32
25
11

5
10
0
0
26
36
5

Post0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
18
3
27
38
4

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Scales of Opinions and Self-reported Knowledge
We analyzed the results of two 3 of the three schools which completed the pre- and postquestions and test of knowledge. Table 8 shows the median responses for urban and rural
participants at each school- Floyd Dryden Middle School in Juneau and Chevak School
in Chevak- on the four Likert scales items (perceptions of knowledge about urban
Alaska, perceptions of knowledge about rural Alaska, opinions about urban Alaska, and
opinions about rural Alaska) at each of the two times those scales were administered. For
ease of interpretation, scale scores are normalized back to the original 1-to-5 scale. Table
8 also shows whether the change in responses between the two administrations of the
scales were statistically significant. We then tested whether the observed changes from
3

The sample size from Juneau Douglas was too small for statistical analysis.
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pre- and post-exchange were statistically significant. For statistical details about how we
analyzed these data and tested differences for statistical significance, see the appendix.
Table 8. Changes in Participants' Attitudes and Perceptions, All Matched Students
Chevak Rural Schoo!l
Fl~d D1:yden__(Q_rban Schoo!l
Perceptions of Urban Knowledge
l =none 2=a little 3=some 4=a lot 5=extensive
Time of Administration:
Median Scale Value
2.1
4.2
PrePost3.2
5.2
P-value of change
Change from:
Pre- to Postp>0.05
J!.<0.01 *
Direction of Change
Not Significant
Greater Knowled_g_e
Perce_l!_tions of Rural Knowled_g_e
l =none 2=a little 3=some 4=a lot 5=extensive
Time of Administration:
PrePostChange from:
Pre- to PostDirection of Change

3.3
3.3
p>0.05
Not Significant

Median Scale Value
2.5
3.4
P-value of change
_p_<0.01 *
Greater Knowled_g_e

Attitudes about Urban Alaska
1=highly negative 2=negative 3=neutral 4=positive 5=highly positive
Time of Administration:
PrePostChange from:
Pre- to PostDirection of Change

2.7
2.2

J!.<0.01 *
More Ne_g_ative

Median Scale Value
3.7
3.8
P-value of change
p>0.05
Not Significant

Attitudes about Rural Alaska
1=highly negative 2=negative 3=neutral 4=positive 5=highly positive
Time of Administration::
PrePostChange from :
Pre- to PostDirection of Change

2.4
2.5

p>0.05
Not Significant

Median Scale Value
3.2
3.4
P-value of change
p>0.05
Not Significant

* Difference significant at the 0.05 level or less
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As Table 5 shows, for all matched students who were taught the Sister School cmTiculum
(including those who went on the exchange visit), we found significant changes in the
urban and rural knowledge scales at Floyd Dryden but not in attitudes. We found
significant changes in attitudes about urban Alaska but not in knowledge among all
students exposed to the urban-rural curriculum, including the students participating in the
exchange at Chevak School. The calculated P-value must be 0.05 or smaller to enable us
to say with confidence that the change in scale scores of the individuals we surveyed is
likely for all the participants at the school.
After the exchange, our small sample of urban participants felt more knowledgeable
about both urban and rural Alaska than they had before. As one would expect, urban
participants felt they knew more about urban than rural Alaska both times they were
asked.
Rural participants felt more negative about urban Alaska after the exchange.

Knowledge Tests
As discussed above, students all took the same test, pre- and post-exchange. This
represents one year of data, so we can only look at whether each group's level of
knowledge changed over the course of the program.
We compared the mean scores for each matched group using a T-test4. Table 9 shows the
mean scores for all students, all participating and non-participating students, a matched
group of non-participants and participating students, and the statistical significance of the
changes within each group .

Table 9. Changes in Knowledge Test Scores, Pre- and Post-Matched Students
Chevak
N=23
Time of
Administration
PrePostChange from
Pre- to Post-

Floyd Dryden
N=29

Juneau Douglas
High School
N=3

Mean Score

8.6
9.3
.5

8.7

8.7

10.2
P-value of change
.005

11.3

.6

* Difference significant at the 0.05 level
Note: Between school scores not comparable; com_l'_arisons valid only_ within _groU£_s.

4

We used a paired equal-variance test. The paired T-test for pre- to post-matched
participants comparing the same students. We used equal-variance because we knew the
students came from the same initial group. Using the paired T-test also shows that pre- to
post- is a significant increase for both groups.
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Students at Floyd Dryden Middle School showed significantly more correct responses
pre- to post-exchange. Floyd Dryden School participants answered 1 to 2 more questions
coITectly on the post-exchange test than on the pre-test. About half of the Floyd Dryden
students seemed to have increased their knowledge.
The match sample from Juneau Douglas High School consists of only 3 students which is
too small for analysis. In reviewing the individual scores of these students, one went up;
another went down; and the third remained the same as the pre- score.
At Chevak School, the lack of evidence of significant change maybe due to a number of
factors, such as the length of time spent implementing the curriculum. Another
potentially confounding factor was a lack of continuity- the teacher who taught the
curriculum was not the same teacher who accompanied the rural students to urban
Alaska. We do not know to what extent the two teachers shared similar goals and
objectives. We should be able to better gauge program impact in 2006, when we will
begin using revised student and teacher assessment tools.
COMMUNICATIONS

The Alaska Humanities Forum and the participating teachers communicated via
telephone, e-mail, and faxes. Face-to-face meetings took place at most schools prior to
their exchange visit (see Table 6). The program provided time-specific program
reminders several times during the year. Some of the topics covered were specific site
and travel logistics, pre-travel arrangements, program operations during travel (discussed
at least twice with each group), curriculum questions, program logistics, scheduled
activities in the rural or urban community, reimbursements, and financial information.

Recommendations for Future Communications
We did not collect comments about communications from the teachers this year.
Host Families
We did not collect comments about host families from the teachers or students this year.
Student Exchange
Table 10 shows nine of the fourteen schools that participated in the exchange provided an
activity schedule. They are listed in the appendix. One exchange had to be cancelled by
the Sister School staff just prior to the exchange because there were insufficient host
families to accommodate the students. For both urban and rural students, at least half of
most days were spent in attending school in the exchange community. For rural students
typical activities included a University of Alaska Anchorage campus tour, going to see
Elmendorf and Ft. Richardson Hatcheries, and visiting the Alaska Native Medical Center
and Job Corp. Some of the things urban students did included touring the local clinics,
water plants, fire and police stations; participating in wildlife viewing and checking trap
lines; learning about Umiak construction and Inupiaq language; and trying dog mushing.
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Table 10. Exchange Visit Activity Schedule by School
School
William Miller Memorial School
Flo_x._d Dl}'._den Middle School
Kotlik School
Pacific Northern Academ_x._
Chevak School
Central Middle School
Alak School
Wasilla Middle School
Buckland School
Mirror Lake Middle School
Juneau-Douglas H!g_h School
Russian Mission School
Kin_g_ Career Center
Barrow H!g_h School
Mid-Vall~ Hi_g_h School
Point HO}J_e School

City/Community
N(lr_akiak
Juneau
Kotlik
Anchor~

Chevak
Anchon~_g_e

W ainwr!g_ht
Wasilla
Buckland
Chl!B_iak
Juneau
Russian Mission
Anchor~e

Barrow
Wasilla
Point HO}J_e

Please tell me about the activities the teacher
and students did while visiting in
rural/urban Alaska.
See attached Schedule
Not_E!.·ovided
Exchang_e Cancelled by Sister School Staff
ExchaJ!g_e Cancelled b_y_ Sister School Staff
See attached schedule
Not_£rovided
See attached schedule
See attached schedule
See attached schedule
Not_I>_rovided
See attached schedule
See attached schedule
See attached schedule
See attached schedule
Not~ovided

See attached schedule

Recommendations for Future Exchange Visits
Urban Student Exchange
Maintain communications between urban and rural teachers. This probably seems
obvious but is no less critical. Better communication between the teachers from the Sister
Schools before the exchange enabled them to share information and suggestions for
activities. Working with the rural teachers on a list of possible activities for visiting urban
teachers and students helped ensure that activities would be planned well in advance of
the exchange
Rural Student Exchange
Maintain the current schedule of classes and field trips. Splitting the day between
classes in the morning and field trips in the afternoon continues to work well for the rural
students.

POST-EXCHANGE ACTIVITIES

Student Activities
Non-Participants: Not every student in a class can participate in the exchange. However,
students who are not yet selected for the visit- but are in the same classes as those who
are selected- may also benefit from the Sister-School Exchange experience. All students
in the class are exposed to the program curriculum and talk with the students who were
able to visit rural communities.

Participants: Those who did make the visits developed and gave presentations based on
their visits in their home communities. In many cases, these students also gave these
presentations to students who did not participant in the exchange visit.
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Recommendations for Follow-up Activities
Give more thought, attention, and time to post-visit activities and develop a protocol for
debriefing the experience. This was a recommendation from last year. Program staff
implemented a requirement that each student participating in the exchange develop a
presentation that is given to the students who did not go on the exchange. Of the postpresentations that were heard by the Sister School staff, the staff said only a handful
reflect on their experiences, connect those experiences with prior knowledge and
understanding, and consciously recognize what they have learned.
Last year we suggested that the program engage the participating teachers during the
planning in designing activities to help students process what they have learned. The
curriculum identifies common themes or ideas (i.e. health, education, governance/
sovereignty, and subsistence) that are to be included in the presentations of the
participating students. These themes need to be reiterated with the students across their
experience. That is, the themes should be introduced and discussed in depth during the
curriculum; activities during the visit should be organized and identified as addressing
one of the themes; and students should identify one or more of the themes as the focus of
their presentations.

The follow-up activities that are planned for students are absolutely critical to the
success of this program. Consequently, the program is hiring Babiche Cultural Exchange
to conduct site visits to each school to work with the teachers and students on lesson six
which emphasizes how to prepare to collect information for the presentation, including
taking pictures, shooting video, and conducting interviews. Although students may
change their focus later, they should identify one of the themes on which they will
concentrate during their visit. For example, a student might choose subsistence.
Subsequently, during the visit, s/he could take photographs, shoot videos, conduct
informal interviews, and gather information on this theme. Back at the home school, the
student could then assemble a presentation on the theme s/he chose. Thus, the theme
could serve to stitch together the experience for the student- and for others who would
be her/his audience.
Because we know that learning is mediated by the social environment of the learner,
we would also encourage teachers to bring together participants to reflect, collectively,
on their experience. Either the AHF staff or the Babiche team may want to develop a
protocol teachers could use to debrief participants and help them reflect on their
experiences. Although more elaborate presentations of the type students have made as
part of the Rural-Urban Student Exchange are a good model, many teachers cannot afford
the time such projects entail. Hence, a less time-intensive approach may work best.
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